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C o p y r i g h t s

S t a t u t o r y D a m a g e s

The authors explain how defendants in copyright infringement cases have been unsuc-

cessful in attempts to limit statutory damage awards through application of U.S. Supreme

Court jurisprudence on punitive damages.

The Circuits Agree: Copyright Statutory Damages Are Not Subject to
State Farm/Gore Due Process Guidelines for Punitive Damages and Need Not
Have Any Real Relationship to Actual Damages

BY THOMAS W. KIRBY AND RICHARD W. SMITH

T he dust has settled and the Copyright Act’s statu-
tory damages remedy is unscathed despite a poten-
tially crippling campaign to tie it to actual damages

under the Supreme Court’s State Farm/Gore line of pu-
nitive damages cases.1 The First, Fourth, Sixth, Eighth
and Ninth Circuits now have held that State Farm/Gore

does not apply to statutory damages.2 Two of those
holdings—by the First and Eighth Circuits—were in test
cases vigorously fought by broad interests. No circuit
has ruled to the contrary. The judicial consensus is so
strong that when the Second Circuit recently held that
copyright statutory damages need not bear any direct
relationship to actual damages and may be justified by

1 State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co. v. Campbell, 538 U.S. 408
(2003); BMW of N.A., Inc. v. Gore, 517 U.S. 559 (1996).

2 Sony BMG Music Ent. v. Tenenbaum, 719 F.3d 67, 107
U.S.P.Q.2d 1264 (1st Cir. 2013) (86 PTCJ 445, 6/28/13); Capitol
Records, Inc. v. Thomas-Rasset, 692 F.3d 899, 104 U.S.P.Q.2d
1063 (8th Cir. 2012) (84 PTCJ 792, 9/14/12); Zomba Enters.,
Inc. v, Panorama Records, Inc., 491 F.3d 574, 83 U.S.P.Q.2d
1331 (6th Cir. 2007) (74 PTCJ 275, 6/29/07); Two Plus Two Pub.
v. Jacknames.com, 2014 BL 123329 (9th Cir. 2014) (Mem.)
(trademark statutory damages); Tattoo Art Inc. v. TAT
Internat’l, LLC., 498 F.3d 241, 2012 BL 323024 (4th Cir. 2012).
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considerations of deterrence, it did not even mention
State Farm/Gore.3

This does not mean statutory damages are immune to
due process review. However, the consensus standard
gives no weight to the actual damages suffered by plain-
tiff in a particular case. Instead, due process forbids a
statutory damages award that is grossly disproportion-
ate to the overall infringement problem Congress is
struggling to correct. No such gross disproportion has
yet been found; and, given the great deference courts
give to Congress, it will be surprising if an award within
the range Congress has authorized is ever struck down.

How Copyright Statutory Damages Work.
For works that have been timely registered and bear

a copyright notice, Section 504(c) of the Copyright Act
gives a jury broad discretion to select whatever award it
deems ‘‘just’’ under the circumstances, so long as its
award for each infringed work is within the following
ranges:

s $750 per work is the minimum, with a few narrow
exceptions.

s $30,000 per work is the maximum, unless the in-
fringement is willful.

s $150,000 per work is the maximum, where the in-
fringement is willful.

The Copyright Act speaks of an award by the ‘‘court,’’
but, in 1998, the Supreme Court held that plaintiffs
have a Seventh Amendment right to have statutory
damages set by a jury.4 That turned out to be a water-
shed ruling because juries generally give much higher
awards than judges, and they strongly emphasize deter-
rence and punishment. Jury awards of copyright statu-
tory damages mentioned in cases reported over the past
several years average about $75,000 per infringed work,
and maximum awards of $150,000 per work are not un-
common.

State Farm/Gore Punitive Damages Guidelines.
State Farm/Gore represents the culmination of the

Supreme Court’s efforts to curtail punitive damages.
The cases establish three due process ‘‘guideposts’’ to
limit punitive awards: (1) the reprehensibility of the
misconduct, (2) the actual damages caused, and (3) the
civil and criminal penalties legislated for similar wrong-
doing. In theory these guideposts give defendants
enough notice of the potential severity of punishment to
satisfy procedural due process.

The second of these guideposts has received the most
attention, both generally and in the statutory damages
context. Under that guidepost, punitive damages should
rarely exceed a single digit multiple of actual damages,
typically no higher than three.

If infringers could hold statutory damages to a single
digit multiplier of demonstrated actual loss, the poten-
tial payoff would be huge. Copyright actual damages of-
ten are hard to prove. Moreover, infringements are hard
to detect, and the few infringements that are discovered
may account for little provable loss. Many copyright

owners are nibbled to death by ducks rather than being
devoured by a single shark. Statutory damages of three
or nine times provable actual damages from one duck’s
nibbles often would amount to not very much. So, if
State Farm/Gore limited the size of copyright statutory
damages awards, the remedy would shrink dramati-
cally and lose its effectiveness.

State Farm/Gore Challenge to Copyright Statutory Damages.
The constitutional right to have a jury set statutory

damages and the State Farm/Gore due process limits on
punitive damages had their first dramatic collision in an
infringement lawsuit by Lowry’s Reports, Inc., a family-
owned financial newsletter publisher, against Legg Ma-
son, Inc., a large regional broker that had circulated in-
fringing copies to its professionals every day for years.
Legg Mason told the jury that Lowry’s actual losses to-
talled only about $50,000 and argued for a minimal
statutory award. Unimpressed, the jury awarded nearly
$20 million, based on $50,000 per issue for earlier copy-
ing and $100,000 per issue for later copying.

Precedent based on the Copyright Act itself allowed
little or no review of statutory damages, so long as they
were within the applicable statutory range. However,
Legg Mason filed a post-trial motion attacking the jury
award as excessive punishment under the due process
principles of State Farm/Gore. The trial judge denied
the motion and sustained the jury award, ruling that the
statutory range provided the notice required by due
process and the jury had broad discretion to deter and
punish Legg Mason’s willful infringement.5 Before any
appellate ruling, the parties entered into a confidential
settlement.

Not surprisingly, one ruling by a single district court
was not enough to establish the law nationwide. After
Legg Mason, copyright infringers continued to assert
that State Farm/Gore required that statutory damages
be proportional to actual damages. Infringers’ argu-
ment was straightforward: Because statutory damages
and punitive damages are highly discretionary sums im-
posed by juries to deter and punish wrongdoers, both
must be similarly limited by due process.

The Fourth, Sixth and Ninth Circuits rejected the pu-
nitive damages analogy in the course of routine in-
fringement litigation. But the State Farm/Gore battle
reached its climax in the First and Eighth Circuits
where the music industry obtained large jury awards
against individual consumers (college student, Tenen-
baum, and single mother, Thomas-Rasset) who had
used peer-to-peer Internet technology to make infring-
ing copies of songs for personal use.6 Interests opposed
to statutory damages adopted these as test cases, and
heavy fighting ensued.

In the two test cases, the disparity between actual
damage and statutory damages awarded was stark. The
copied songs could be purchased over the Internet for
about 99 cents each. Since one defendant had copied 24
songs and the other 30, the provable actual loss from
the specific infringements was trivial. Indeed, even if
one assumed each defendant actually had copied thou-

3 Psihoyos v. John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 748 F.3d 120, 110
U.S.P.Q.2d 1325 (2d Cir. 2014) (88 PTCJ 736, 7/18/14).

4 Feltner v. Columbia Pic. TV, Inc., 523 U.S. 340, 46
U.S.P.Q.2d 1161 (1998).

5 Lowry’s Reports, Inc. v. Legg Mason, Inc., 302 F. Supp. 2d
455, 69 U.S.P.Q.2d 1837 (D. Md. 2004) (denying post-trial mo-
tions) (67 PTCJ 343, 2/20/04). Mr. Kirby was lead trial counsel
for plaintiff Lowry’s Reports Inc.

6 The First and Eighth Circuit cases are cited in note 3, su-
pra. Their complex histories are not fully recited here.
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sands of songs, the actual loss directly caused by their
copying was in the low five figures. However, the in-
fringements were willful and the industry showed they
were part of a major worldwide problem. As a result,
the various juries (one case was tried three times) as-
sessed statutory damages of as much as $80,000 for
each copied song.7 When the per-work awards were
multiplied by the number of infringed works, the total
judgments were far beyond the capacity of either indi-
vidual to pay.

With support from interests opposed to statutory
damages, the defendants argued that such massive
awards surely offended due process. The defendants
initially got some traction with their trial judges who
were particularly concerned that the infringers were
consumers, not businesses. On appeal, however, the
First and Eighth Circuits were not impressed. Like the
Fourth, Sixth and Ninth Circuits, they held that State
Farm/Gore simply does not apply to copyright statutory
damages. The cases give four key reasons:

s First, Congress has broad constitutional authority
to devise civil penalties to vindicate the public interest.
It simply is not required to make penalties proportional
to the damages caused by a given violation. (For ex-
ample, a $50 civil penalty for failing to put 10 cents in a
parking meter raises no due process issue.) That au-
thority is not diminished where Congress allows the
penalties to be recovered by private plaintiffs.

s Second, Congress has rational grounds for con-
cluding that the public interest in protecting copyrights
demands a harsh remedy and that practical difficulty of
detection and proof often will render ineffectual a rem-
edy tied to actual damage.

s Third, the constitutional reason State Farm/Gore
demands proportionality between actual and punitive
damages is only to give defendants some notice of how
severely they may be punished. The explicit range of
permissible statutory damages, while broad, serves that
notice function.8

s Fourth, the State Farm/Gore ‘‘guideposts’’ make
little sense in the context of statutory damages. A com-
parison to actual damages is difficult in a type of case
in which Congress has excused copyright plaintiffs
from proving actual loss. And, because statutory dam-
ages are the civil penalty authorized for infringement,
applying State Farm/Gore would require comparing
copyright statutory damages to themselves.

Accordingly, the First Circuit upheld a statutory dam-
ages award of $675,000 for copying 30 songs, and the

Eighth Circuit upheld an award of $220,000 for copying
24 songs, both without conducting a State Farm/Gore
analysis or requiring proportionality between the statu-
tory awards and the actual damages. The Supreme
Court denied review.

With those two test case rulings, the State Farm/Gore
attack on statutory damages deflated. By mid-2014 the
Ninth Circuit’s Two Plus Two decision treated the inap-
plicability of State Farm/Gore to statutory damages as
settled doctrine properly followed in an unpublished
Memorandum decision. In that same time frame, the
Second Circuit did not even mention State Farm/Gore
in holding that copyright statutory damages may be jus-
tified on grounds of deterrence with need to compare
actual damage.

Refocusing the Due Process Test.
This does not mean copyright statutory damages es-

cape all due process limitation. The First, Sixth, Eighth
and Ninth Circuit decisions endorse the due process
limits established by St. Louis I.M.&S. R.R. v. Williams,
251 U.S. 63 (1919). But, unlike State Farm/Gore, Wil-
liams forbids comparing a statutory damages award to
plaintiff’s actual damages. Instead, the statutory award
must not be grossly excessive compared to the public’s
overall interest in suppressing the type of misconduct
involved, giving great deference to the judgment of the
legislature.

In Williams, two sisters sued a railroad that over-
charged them by 66 cents each, invoking a statute al-
lowing overcharged passengers to recover statutory
damages of up to $300. Each sister was awarded $75,
plus fees. The railroad appealed to the Supreme Court,
arguing the award (114 times actual damages) was un-
constitutionally excessive.

The Supreme Court rejected the railroad’s argu-
ments. Emphasizing a legislature’s ‘‘wide latitude’’ to
establish civil penalties to deter and punish, including
penalties recoverable by private plaintiffs. The Court
said it is wrong to ask whether such statutory awards
are proportional to the damages in a particular case. In-
stead, due process asks if the penalty is ‘‘wholly dispro-
portionate to the [public] offense,’’ taking into account
‘‘the interests of the public, the numberless opportuni-
ties for committing the offense, and the need for secur-
ing uniform adherence.’’

The considerations emphasized in Williams apply
equally in the copyright context. The last time Congress
increased the upper limits for statutory damages, the
key report stressed that the public has a strong interest
in copyright compliance, copyright infringement is easy
to commit and hard to detect, modern technology such
as computers and the Internet greatly intensify the
problem, and juries need the power to make high statu-
tory awards to deter and punish infringement.

Those are the types of considerations that Williams
makes controlling. And assessing and balancing such
considerations is squarely in the legislative wheelhouse.
Thus, statutory damages within the applicable range
carry a strong presumption of lawfulness. As a result,
courts of appeals uniformly have upheld high copyright
statutory damages without regard to the actual dam-
ages caused by the specific infringements in suit. In
short, State Farm/Gore guideposts simply do not apply
to awards of copyright statutory damages.

7 In the Eighth Circuit case, three different juries ended up
awarding statutory damages with respect to the same 24
songs. The first jury awarded $9,250 per song. The second,
$80,000 per song. The third, $62,050. For complex reasons
having to do with the music industry’s tactical desire to obtain
a ruling on the meaning of ‘‘distribution,’’ the music industry
sought the original award on appeal, even though it was by far
the lowest of the three. Thus, the Eighth Circuit did not directly
rule on the two higher awards. The First Circuit, however, did
‘‘not hesitate’’ to affirm an award of $22,500 per song.

8 Due process never has required notice of the probable
penalty, but only of the most severe outcome possible. See U.S.
v. Jones, 540 F.2d 465, 468 (10th Cir. 1976) (sustaining range
of 3 years to life imprisonment).
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